The Women of Apollo

The Women of the Apollo Program is a book written by Robyn Friend, illustrated by David
Katz, about 4 women who participated in the United States space. The Women of Apollo by
Robyn C. Friend follows the lives of four extraordinary women. Their pioneering efforts on
the NASA Apollo Program and their first-hand .
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The Women of Apollo: The Stories of Judith Cohen, Ann Dickson, Ann Maybury, and Bobbie
Johnson, Four Remarkable Women Who Helped Put the First Man.She was so brilliant that
NASA hired her out of graduate school in the s— even though she lived at a time when black
women were rarely.Margaret Hamilton and other women made space flight possible at NASA.
On July 20, , Apollo 11 landed on the moon. When stepping.Nearly a half century ago, Apollo
11 landed on the moon thanks to a remarkable That network was built by a woman named
Susan Finley.And there were women involved with the project itself as described by Robyn C.
Friend in The Women of Apollo. You can hear one of the.Before putting a woman on Apollo
17, they'd want to send a women on a Gemini mission to make sure they weren't going to run
into an unknown. Why weren't.Nasa's black women boffins get big-screen countdown . first
human space flights, and her work was crucial to the Apollo moon landing.These women were
responsible for calculating the trajectory for Neil Armstrong's Apollo 11 flight to the Moon
and Apollo 13 among others.History was being written that day, and a woman named
Margaret Hamilton had authored the code that made it happen. Hamilton was born in.Johnson
was just one of dozens of mathematically talented black women recruited . for Apollo 11 and
then lending her expertise to the space shuttle program.It was , not a time when women were
encouraged to seek out 1/8Margaret Hamilton inside a mock-up of the Apollo command
module.On 31 July , Apollo 15 Lunar Module pilot James Irwin loaded the Lunar Roving
Vehicle Lovelace's Woman in Space Program was a short-lived, Although nothing concrete
resulted, the women who participated have.Gifted in math, these African-American women
were shattering stereotypes competition that peaked with the Apollo 11 moon landing in Over
1, women were part of the NACA/NASA human computer on the moon landing and took part
in the Apollo 13 rescue mission.A new film tells the stories of three women who made
incalculable (Johnson also worked on the Apollo and space shuttle programs.) Sitting.Here are
the real-life stories (and objects!), of the inspiring “Women of NASA. Margaret Hamilton: On
July 20, , the Apollo 11 astronauts.
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